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aposta multipla pixbet
Paysafecard Betting Sites
While online betting gains huge popularity among punters from all over the world, handling one’s
betting balance may  be challenging at times. When making real-money bets online, it is important
to be able to easily manage your funds.  While there are often different ways to top up one’s
betting balance, there are some methods which are safer than  others. When it comes to hassle-
free and secure deposits, paysafecard has definitely gained a lot of popularity among virtual
bettors  from all around the world.
Thanks to paysafecard, punters have the chance to instantly boost their sportsbook accounts. The
best part  is that this payment method has many advantages which protect punters while they are
making bets online. Using paysafecard is  extremely easy and finding a sportsbook which accepts
this payment solution is extremely easy.
Even though paysafecard is a method that  can only be used for deposits at interactive bookies, it
is still one of the most preferred payment solutions across  numerous sportsbooks. Utilizing
paysafecard is a rather budget-friendly option and it gives bettors a certain control over their
spending. Thanks  to the mobile application of paysafecard, punters can enjoy even an easier
real-money betting anywhere they go.
Top 15 Betting Sites  for Paysafecard
bet365 Bet Now Review Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/531/2024
UKGC license No. 055148-R-331498-00
Gibraltar Gambling Commission license No. RGL 76, 78,  129, 130 Min Deposit €5 €5 Max
Withdrawal Paysafecard wallet - €2,500 Paysafecard wallet - €2,500 Deposit Methods Withdrawal
Methods  Withdrawal Time e-wallets - up to 24 hours e-wallets - up to 24 hours Broad experience
on the online gaming  scene
Several bonuses and promotions
Responsive customer support
Apps for iOS and Android users
Advantageous odds
Great market coverage One well-experienced and trustworthy betting brand  that deserves
punters’ attention is bet365. Its sportsbook lobby presents a plethora of betting options available
on some of the  biggest sports in the world. Of course, horse races, esports, and other more niche
categories are also present at bet365,  giving bettors plenty of betting choices. When it comes to
setting up their betting balance, punters will be able to  choose from various convenient payment
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solutions, with Paysafecard being one of them. This prepaid card method enables instant deposits
that  do not require exposing any type of sensitive information. Additionally, Paysafecard users
who have registered with the company and have  created an e-wallet with the service can also
withdraw their winnings from bet365, with payments being processed within 24 hours.  22bet Bet
Now Review Regulators Kahnawake license No. 00867 Kahnawake license No. 00867 Min
Deposit €1 €1 Max Withdrawal No  max withdrawal No max withdrawal Deposit Methods
Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time bank cards - 1-7 days
e-wallets and crypto - up  to 15 minutes
bank transfer - 1-5 days Coverage of over 1,000 sporting events each day
Over 100 payment methods
Minimum deposits of  €1 only
A broad range of limited-time and recurring sportsbook promos
Native iOS and Android apps
Dedicated customer support in several languages At  22bet, every type of sports fan can have a
superb betting time, with the bookie offering the latest odds on  a vast variety of sports. As a
member of the bookie, you can make both pre-match and live bets on  many of your favorite
sports, making your time at 22bet diverse, yet very exciting. To be able to handle your  deposits at
22bet, you will be able to use a prepaid card by Paysafecard. The method will allow you to 
deposit as little as €1 and handle your deposit in a fast and secure way. Unfortunately, the service
is not  available for withdrawals but you can use other methods like e-wallets, bank transfer, or
one of the numerous cryptocurrencies supported  by 22bet. 20bet Bet Now Review Regulators
Kahnawake license No. 00867
Curacao license No. 8048/JAZ Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal  €2,000 - €4,000 €2,000 -
€4,000 Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time E-wallets - instant
Instant banking - instant
Crypto - instant  Great coverage of top sporting events
A generous Welcome Offer
Supports different secure and easy-to-use payment methods
All punters automatically join the VIP  program of 20Bet
Android and iOS users can bet on fully-optimized mobile version of 20Bet
24/7 live chat customer support Sports betting  fans will have the chance to enjoy a secure, fun,
and very rewarding betting experience if they join 20bet. This  sportsbook is offering its patrons
competitive odds on some of the most popular sports in the world, catering to the  needs of every
type of sports fan. Members of 20bet can make both pre-match and in-play bets on a number  of
sports, making their time with the bookmaker extremely enjoyable. When it comes to payments,
the sportsbook supports a wide  range of methods that ensure safe and hassle-free deposits and
withdrawals. Paysafecard is also among the payment solutions that 20bet  members can utilize for
their deposits. The prepaid card method helps bettors to instantly top up their accounts without
exposing  any type of sensitive information. Unfortunately, 20bet members will need to resort to
other methods for their withdrawals. Everygame Bet  Now Review Regulators Curacao Curacao
Min Deposit €5 €5 Max Withdrawal €5,000 per week €5,000 per week Deposit Methods
Withdrawal  Methods Withdrawal Time crypto and e-wallets - up to 48 hours
check - up to 5 days Great odds
Multiple bonuses
Superb customer  support
Over 20 years online
Trusted betting brand
Multiview and Overview allow keeping an eye on multiple live events Everygame is a sportsbook 
that boasts numerous years of experience, allowing numerous bettors to enjoy a fair and fun
sports wagering experience. The brand  offers great odds on major sporting events as well as
more niche categories. In addition to pre-match betting, Everygame is  also offering its patrons live
betting on a number of major events. Additionally, punters can make their betting time even  more
exciting by redeeming some of the promotions the bookmaker is providing. When bettors wish to



instantly top up their  betting accounts at Everygame, they will be able to use prepaid cards by
Paysafecard. This type of method ensures fast  deposits that do not require exposing any type of
sensitive information. Unfortunately, the service supports only deposits, which will require 
Everygame members to resort to other options for their withdrawals. Betsafe Bet Now Review
Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/108/2004
The Republic  of Ireland license No. 1011286 Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal €8,000 €8,000
Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time E-wallets  - up to 24 hours
Trustly - up to 24 hours
bank cards - 2-5 days
Interac - 2-5 days Trusted and legitimate  website
Wide range of payment services and currencies
Great customer support 24/7
Dozens of betting markets
Licensed by trustworthy authorities
Great live betting selection Betsafe  is a virtual sportsbook that allows its patrons to explore a
myriad of betting options that can make one’s betting  experience extremely fun. Under every
sports category, bettors will find different betting markets, offering various bet types on major
leagues  and tournaments. Live betting is another option available to members of Betsafe, making
their time with the bookie even more  exciting. Payments at Betsafe are safe and very convenient
as bettors can choose from different solutions for their deposits and  withdrawals. Those who wish
to instantly fund their account and share no sensitive information while they do that can resort  to
deposits via Paysafecard. While this method is very convenient for deposits, you will need to
resort to an alternative  option for your withdrawals from Betsafe. 888sport Bet Now Review
Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/543/2024
UKGC license No. 039028-R-319297-012
Gibraltar license numbers  112 and 113 Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal €100,000 per
transaction €100,000 per transaction Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal  Time e-
wallets - 2-3 days
bank cards - 4-6 days
bank transfer - 5-8 days In-Play betting
Long history in the gambling industry
Dozens  of payment solutions supported
Wide range of sports
Good mobile support
Dedicated mobile app One of the best sports betting experiences online is  available to members
of 888sport as they will have the chance to enjoy fair, safe, and fun sports betting. The  brand is
offering great odds on a plethora of major sporting events as well as more niche sports. In addition
 to various betting types available on every sport, the bookie is also providing in-play bets on a
number of sports.  The betting time at 888sport is also guaranteed thanks to the smooth payments
that any bettor can enjoy. The sportsbook  supports deposits and withdrawals via various
methods, with Paysafecard also being one of the available deposit options. It enables instant 
topping up of one’s account, with no personal information being exposed during the payment
process. However, Paysafecard is not available  for withdrawals so punters will need to use other
solutions to withdraw their winnings. Betway Bet Now Review Regulators Germany  license No.
RPDA-Dez. III. 34-73c 38.01/8-2024/3
Belgian Gaming Commission license numbers A+ 20000 and F1+ 116777
MGA license No. MGA/B2C/130/2006 Min Deposit  €10 €10 Max Withdrawal No limit No limit
Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time bank cards, bank transfers - 1-3  days
e-wallets - up to 24 hours Over 10 years of experience
High betting limits
Prompt and professional support service
Great odds for more  than 30 sports
Available in 11 languages



Live streaming of major sporting events Fans of sports betting can head to Betway where  they will
be able to find a number of odds that would offer them great value for their stakes. No  matter the
sport that they enjoy, at Betway, bettors can explore various betting options that will offer them a
top-notch  wagering experience. Live betting is also an option that Betway members can explore,
with many of the events under this  section also being available to stream live. Payments at
Betway are extremely easy and safe, with punters having a long  list of options to choose from.
For fast and secure deposits, Betway members can resort to Paysafecard, which will allow  them
to instantly top up their accounts. Since this is a prepaid card solution, it is not available for
withdrawals,  with bettors having to use other options for their cashouts. RedBet Bet Now Review
Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/121/2006-01
Spelinspektionen (Swedish  Gambling Authority) Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal €2,000
€2,000 Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time Paysafecard wallets - up  to 2
hours Paysafecard wallets - up to 2 hours More than a decade of experience
Excellent selection of betting markets
Data  encrypted by SSL software
Unlimited withdrawals with bank transfers
24/7 customer support
Supports variety of payment methods RedBet members can revel in a  superb betting experience
as they will be welcomed every day with the latest odds on numerous popular sporting events. To 
find what you are looking for, make sure to check the sportsbook lobby of the brand and explore
the long  list of categories covered by Redbet. As a member of the bookie, you will be able to
make pre-match bets  as well as in-play wagers on a number of sports. When it comes to funding
your account, you will be  able to choose from a wide range of options. Paysafecard is also among
the supported deposit methods, allowing you to  instantly top up your RedBet balance via a
prepaid card by the service. If you have created an e-wallet with  Paysafecard, you will also be
able to rapidly withdraw your sportsbook winnings via this service. Vbet Bet Now Regulators
Curacao  license No. 5536/JAZ Curacao license No. 5536/JAZ Min Deposit €5 €5 Max Withdrawal
€10,000 per transaction €10,000 per transaction Deposit  Methods Withdrawal Methods
Withdrawal Time Paysafecard wallet - up to 3 hours Paysafecard wallet - up to 3 hours Great 
selection of sports to bet on
Live betting on popular sports
Boosted odds on certain events
Secure payments via a variety of methods
Optimized  to run on various mobile devices
Live calendar displaying events offering in-play bets Sports fans can have a great betting time  if
they choose to make their bets with the help of Vbet. This virtual sportsbook can offer its members
a  diverse betting experience as punters can explore odds on a plethora of sporting events. Each
sport will offer different betting  types, catering to the needs of various bettors. There is also the
chance to place in-play bets, with events offering  this option being available in the Live Calendar
section of Vbet. To enjoy a smooth betting experience, you will need  to be able to handle your
payments in a convenient way. Luckily for you, Vbet accepts a variety of methods  that ensure fast
and secure transactions. Paysafecard is also one of the options bettors can use at Vbet. The
prepaid  card solution of the company will allow you to instantly deposit to Vbet, while those who
have Paysafecard wallets will  also be able to use the service for their withdrawals. Mr Green Bet
Now Review Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/121/2006
UKGC  license No. 039264-R-319432-018
Swedish Gambling Inspectorate license No. 18Li7512
Danish Gambling Authority license No. 8-0457046
Irish Revenue Commissioners license No. 1011600 Min Deposit  €10 €10 Max Withdrawal No
maximum limit No maximum limit Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time e-
wallets - 2 hours  e-wallets - 2 hours Live betting
Best odds on UK and Irish racing
Mr Green accepts secure and easy-to-use payment methods



Offers a  dedicated mobile app
Provides several contact options
Award-winning trustworthy brand Mr Green is an online sportsbook that offers its members a top-
class  betting experience, with the betting section of the website providing great odds on a myriad
of sports. The sportsbook will  provide its members with different betting options, including in-play
bets. To ensure that anyone can place their bets at any  time and place, Mr Green also has a
dedicated mobile app for Android and iOS devices. Members of the sportsbook  will have several
payment options to choose from when they wish to top up their accounts and withdraw their
winnings.  Those who create their e-wallets with Paysafecard will be able to use the service for
instant deposits into their Mr  Green accounts. The same method will be then available for their
withdrawals, which will be completed within 2 hours after  the bookmaker approves the
transaction. Betsson Bet Now Review Regulators MGA license No. MGA/CRP/108/2004
Ireland license No. 1011286
Swedish Gambling Authority license  No C-87620 Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal No limit
No limit Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time E-wallets -  up to 2 days
Trustly - up to 2 days
Visa - up to 3 days
Interac - up to 3 days
Bank transfer  - up to 7 days Numerous betting markets
In-Play betting
Accepts various hassle-free and safe payment methods
Properly regulated virtual sportsbook
Great Customer Support
Live  streaming of big events Betsson’s patrons are among the lucky bettors who can enjoy a
superb sports betting experience at  any time. The sportsbook has made sure to cover all major
sports as well as some more niche ones. What  is more, thanks to different betting markets at their
disposal, punters can choose the options that bring them the best  value for their stakes. Members
of Betsson can resort to different payment solutions whenever they wish to top up their  accounts
or withdraw their winnings. One of the supported deposit methods is Paysafecard, offering its
users to make instant deposits  at Betsson and stay anonymous while they do that. While the
method allows hassle-free deposits, it will not be available  for withdrawals, which means punters
will need to use other solutions for this type of transaction. Casumo Bet Now Regulators  UKGC
license No. 039265-R-319417-019
MGA/CRP/217/2012 Min Deposit €5 €5 Max Withdrawal €50,000 €50,000 Deposit Methods
Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time Paysafecard wallet  - instant Paysafecard wallet - instant
Customizable sportsbook experience
Secure and fast payments
Dedicated Android and iOS app
Various live betting options
Bountiful promotional  offers
Supports wide range of payment methods Casumo is a sportsbook that ensures a top-notch
betting experience for its members, with  the betting section of the brand offering great odds on a
variety of sports. Football, basketball, and volleyball are just  a few of the categories covered by
the virtual bookie. Casumo patrons will be able to choose from different betting  markets, with live
betting also being one of the features offered by the sportsbook. As for the payments at Casumo, 
bettors will have different methods at their disposal. One way to instantly top up your account and
avoid sharing any  type of sensitive information is by using a prepaid card by Paysafecard. What is
even more convenient is the fact  that those who have created an e-wallet with the service will be
able to withdraw their winnings via Paysafecard and  instantly enjoy their money. LeoVegas Bet
Now Regulators UKGC license No. 039198-R-319450-022
MGA license No. MGA/CRP/237/2013
Ireland’s Revenue Commissioners license No. 1012453  Min Deposit €10 €10 Max Withdrawal
€20,000 per month €20,000 per month Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time



Bank cards  - 3-5 days
E-wallets - up to 24 hours
Bank transfer - up to 7 days Covers various popular sports
Offers competitive odds
Punters  can redeem generous promotions
Fast and safe payments
Dedicated Android and iOS app
Live betting on major sporting events At LeoVegas, sports betting  fans can enjoy a superb time,
with the sportsbook section of the brand offering a plethora of betting options. Whether  you enjoy
football, basketball, hockey, or any other popular sport, at LeoVegas, you will be able to find
competitive odds  on your favorite sporting events. To help you handle your deposits and
withdrawals with ease, the bookmaker supports different payment  methods. Prepaid cards by
Paysafecard are also among the deposit solutions accepted by LeoVegas. This type of method
enables instant  deposits that will be carried out without asking bettors to provide any type of
sensitive information. While Paysafecard is a  convenient deposit option, bettors will need an
alternative method when they wish to withdraw their winnings from LeoVegas. LVBet Bet  Now
Regulators Latvian Lotteries and Gambling Supervisory Inspection under license No. TI-14
MGA license No. MGA/B2C/282/2024
UKGC license No. 046794-R-325728-007 Min Deposit  €10 €10 Max Withdrawal €5,000 per day
€5,000 per day Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods Withdrawal Time Bank transfer - 1-3  days
E-wallets - up to a few hours
Bank cards - 3-7 days Covers top sports leagues
Latest odds on a variety of  events
Live betting available on numerous sports
Generous promotions await members of the bookie
Betslip allows easy single, combi, and system bets
Supports an  array of payment methods To be able to fully enjoy your sports betting experience,
you might want to join LVBet.  This virtual sportsbook can offer great odds on an array of popular
sports. In addition to that, punters will have  the chance to make various bets, with in-play betting
also being among the options LVBet members can explore. Your payments  at LVBet are
guaranteed to be smooth, safe, and fast as you will be able to choose from a variety  of methods.
Paysafecard is one of the various deposit options one can use at LVBet to instantly top up their 
account. The prepaid card service allows punters to make fast deposits without sharing any
personal information. Unfortunately, there is no  possibility to use Paysafecard for your
withdrawals from LVBet, so you will need to resort to another payment solution. Pinnacle  Bet Now
Regulators Curacao license No. 8048/JAZ2013-013
Swedish Gambling Authority license No. 18Li12898 Min Deposit €25 €25 Max Withdrawal Varies
according  to account limits Varies according to account limits Deposit Methods Withdrawal
Methods Withdrawal Time Paysafecard e-wallet - up to 24  hours Paysafecard e-wallet - up to 24
hours Bookmaker with over 20 years of experience
Covers a range of popular sports
Offers  competitive odds on the latest events
Live betting available for various events
Fully-optimized mobile version
Fast and secure payments Punters who decide to  join Pinnacle will be able to enjoy a top-notch
betting experience, choosing from numerous lines on major sporting events. The  sports coverage
of the bookmaker is more than enough to please every type of sports fan, with every category of 
the sportsbook offering various betting markets. Members of Pinnacle will have a plethora of
payment options to choose from, enabling  them to make fast and safe deposits and withdrawals.
Paysafecard is one of the methods available to patrons of the  bookie, allowing them to make
instant and extremely safe deposits via prepaid cards. Additionally, those who have created an
account  with Paysafecard will be able to use the service and withdraw their winnings in a quick
and convenient way.



How Does  paysafecard Function?
All that punters have to do is purchase a paysafecard PIN code which can be bought from more
than  600 000 retailers, located all over the world. When they want to top up their sportsbook
balance, bettors will simply  have to enter the 16-digit PIN they have purchased. In addition to
utilizing vouchers, however, paysafecard users will also have  access to several other products.
paysafecard Vouchers
If you are not sure where you can buy a paysafecard voucher, you can head  to the official website
of the company. There, you will have to choose your location from the search bar and  the website
will show you all the retailers that are near you. There are several denominations you can choose
from,  including prepaid cards of 10, 30, 50, 100, 150 and 250R$/£/€ or other currency
equivalents.
Since punters do not need to  expose their bank or card details when using paysafecard, this
payment method is considered extremely convenient and safe. While bettors  do not need to open
an account in order to utilize their paysafecard PINs, they can enjoy many perks if  they decide to
create a my paysafecard account.
Prepaid cards by paysafecard can be found at 46 countries around the world  and the available
denominations may vary according to the specific currencies used in different countries. Even if
you do not  spend the entire amount available on the prepaid card you have purchased, the
excess will remain in your paysafecard voucher  and will be available for any payment in the
future. It should be noted, however, that if you still have  some funds remaining in the voucher
after a period of 13 months, you will be charged a fee ofR$2 or  its equivalent in other countries.
Even if you are not sure about your balance, you can easily check the available funds  on your
paysafecard on the official website of the service. All that you will need is to enter the 16-digit  PIN
of your voucher. If you, however, have created an account, you will be able to easily keep track of 
your available funds. If you would like to combine your PINs, you can absolutely do that and
deposit higher amounts  at sportsbooks. This way you can also utilize any remaining balance to
your old paysafecard vouchers and combine them with  the new PINs you have purchased.
Mobile App
In order to help its users to have constant access to their paysafe account,  the service has also a
dedicated mobile app. This way punters can easily find any retailers nearby or check their 
remaining balance even when they are on the go. If you are using the app, you can simply scan
the  QR code of your voucher and its value will be added to your paysafecard balance.
Utilizing the mobile app will also  not jeopardize your safety, as the mobile app allows you to log in
either by a fingerprint scan, a 2-step  authentication or simply with a username and a password.
The app is available for both iOS and Android users and  it can be found at the respective app
stores.
In order to use the app, you will have to either open  an account via the app or use your already
existing one to log in. This will grant you instant access  to your funds wherever you are. Thanks to
your portable device, you will be able to track your transactions even  on the go. You will also see
the PINs you have uploaded to your account and your remaining balance.
paysafecard Mastercard
Since  paysafecard is also offering a Mastercard prepaid card, punters can make use of this
product and make fast deposits at  any sportsbook that accepts payments via Mastercard-branded
credit and debit cards. Requesting your paysafecard Mastercard is extremely easy and can  be
done by accessing your account.
After purchasing your Mastercard, it must be activated. It should be noted that the first  annual fee
for the card is deposited using your my paysafecard account. The paysafecard Mastercard is
extremely useful for purchases  online, including making deposits at interactive sportsbooks. In
addition to that, it can be used for contactless payments. On top  of that, considering the fact that it
is a type of prepaid card, it allows users to make safe payments  and still have control over their
funds.
Just like any credit/debit card, paysafecard Mastercard can be used for withdrawals at ATMs.  It
also utilizes strict security measures to make sure that your money is protected and you can enjoy



safe payments  online and at various shops, restaurants and hotels. Unfortunately, paysafecard
Mastercard is not available in every country that supports paysafecard.
Opening  an Account
While punters can choose to simply buy paysafecard PINs and use them for the boost of their
online betting  balances, they can also opt for opening a paysafecard account. This will allow them
to always be on top of  their funds and they will not need to enter PINs when trying to pay via
paysafecard.
Signing up is extremely easy  and punters can choose to do it either through the website of
paysafecard or through its mobile app. When you  decide to open your account, you will be asked
to provide information such as your name, physical address, phone number  and email address.
There is an age restriction for users who are eligible to open an account and it may  differ
according to the jurisdiction where they reside. After creating their paysafecard profile, new users
will be asked to provide  a copy of their ID which will verify their identity.
After they have created their paysafecard account, punters can add the  PINs they have
purchased and this will top up their balance. Later on, they can easily make deposits by simply 
entering their username and password, instead of entering the entire 16-digit PIN. You can easily
combine PINs and whenever you  choose to make a deposit at a sportsbook of your choice, the
sum will be transferred automatically from your oldest  PIN. This way you can be sure that your
prepaid cards will not expire even if you are not directly  entering the PINs when depositing via
paysafecard.
Signing up is completely free and it allows new users to make use of  the Standard paysafecard
perks. If they wish to enjoy advanced options such as more frequent payments or higher limits,
account  holders can upgrade and gain Unlimited status.
In addition to making payment easier by using your paysafecard account, you will also 
automatically enjoy the perks of the loyalty programme that is available to account holders. Every
time you resort to paysafecard  for your purchases online or deposits at sportsbooks, you earn
points. You can, later on, redeem these points for various  rewards available at the my PLUS
Shop.
You can even recommend your friends to open an account at paysafecard. For each  friend of
yours who opens a my paysafecard account and uses it for a payment, you will receive 25,000
PLUS  points that can be used at the my PLUS Shop and 25,000 Level points that bring more
perks to paysafecard  users.
Depositing to Your Sportsbook Balance
If you have chosen to top up your betting account via paysafecard, you will have no  issue doing
so as it is a very easy process. When you head to the Cashier of the sportsbook where  you bet
and select the option to deposit, you will see all the payment options you can utilize. You should 
select paysafecard from the list of deposit solutions.
Choosing paysafecard as your preferred payment method will redirect you to another window. 
There, you will see a link which can show you all the retailers near you where you can buy
paysafecard  vouchers. If you have already purchased your vouchers, you can move to the next
step. You will see a section  where you should enter the 16-digit PIN you have bought. Since
paysafecard PINs can be combined, you can also select  the option to add more pins which will
allow you to deposit a bigger amount.
Once you have entered all the  PINs, you should enter the sum you would like to deposit. After
this, you are ready to confirm the transaction.  Deposits via paysafecard are instant which means
that you will be ready to bet on your favorite sports right away.
Withdrawing  from Your Sportsbook Balance
Unfortunately, paysafecard cannot be used as a withdrawal option. This is why punters will have to
look  for an alternative method when they wish to request a cashout at the sportsbook of their
choice.
Cost and Fees
While paysafecard  is a rather cost-friendly payment method, there are still some fees that punters
should be aware of.



As it was said  earlier, if punters still have not used all the funds in their voucher within the period
of 13 months, they  will be charged a maintenance fee ofR$2 or its currency equivalent.
Depending on the country of residence of punters, the  aforementioned period may be longer than
13 months. If paysafecard users request a refund, they will have to pay a  fee ofR$7.50. If you
happen to make your sportsbook deposits in a currency different than the one of your paysafecard
 voucher, you will also be charged a conversion fee. There is a currency converter on the official
website of paysafecard  which allows punters to see what will be the fee they might be charged
when making a deposit in various  currencies.
Since all of the fees mentioned above may be different in the country of your residence, you
should head to  the official website of paysafecard, select your jurisdiction and check the correct
fees that may apply to you.
The cost of  using paysafecard is also very low and it allows its users to enjoy a budget-friendly
payment solution. The annual fee  is €9.90 or its equivalent in other currencies while uploading
funds to the card will impose a fee of 4%.  Whenever cardholders initiate a withdrawal at an ATM,
they will be charged a fee of 3% while payments in foreign  currencies will cost a fee of 2%.
Security and Privacy
One of the biggest advantages of paysafecard is the high level of  security it provides. This is the
main reason why so many punters have decided to resort to this payment solution  when they are
making deposits at virtual sportsbooks. The payment process of paysafecard does not require
providing any information about  credit/debit cards or bank accounts. This automatically eliminates
the danger of exposing sensitive data to the website where you bet.
While  punters must be careful not to share their PINs with anyone in order to prevent any abuse
with their money,  paysafecard itself has taken some measures to enhance the security of the
payment method. If you notice any fraudulent activity,  you can lock your PINs. This way no one
will have access to them or steal your money. It should  be noted that once your PINs are locked,
they will not be available for use. You could, however, request a  refund for the remaining balance
in your my paysafecard account.
Another measure that paysafecard has taken in order to improve its  security is protecting the
PINs from hacking. There is no possibility of your PINs being hacked by a generator or  changing
the amount that is charged on your paysafecard vouchers. Users must be aware that if there are
companies claiming  to be able to hack their PINs via software and increase the amount that is
available on users’ accounts, this  is an attempt to scam paysafecard account holders.
In addition to the aforementioned scam, paysafecard makes sure to warn its patrons  for any other
popular scams. This way you can avoid getting tricked into exposing your account details or PINs.
On  top of the high levels of security that paysafecard is ensuring, the company also makes sure
to take steps towards  protecting the information users are sharing. This guarantees that any
sensitive data will be properly stored and third-parties will not  be able to take advantage of it.
Advantages of paysafecard
If you are still unsure about whether paysafecard is the right payment  solution for you, checking
the pros and cons of the method will help you decide. If you are looking for  a deposit option you
can utilize at various sportsbooks, then you can rely on paysafecard.
Among the various advantages of this  payment solution, the biggest one is the level of security it
offers. Since many punters do not feel comfortable sharing  sensitive information with betting sites,
they often resort to deposits via paysafecard. This method allows them to make an instant 
transaction by simply entering the 16-digit PIN of the voucher they have purchased. By avoiding
the need to share any  details about their bank accounts or credit/debit cards, bettors remain
anonymous while topping up their sportsbook balances.
The nature of the  payment method prevents overspending which is definitely a huge advantage.
Since punters are able to upload only funds which are  available on their prepaid card, they will not
be able to spend more than they have initially intended to.
Finding a  location that sells paysafecard vouchers is extremely easy. In most European countries,
almost any shop, gas stations or other retailers  that offer all sorts of prepaid cards will also sell
paysafecard vouchers. In some parts of the world, there are  even vending machines which will



allow purchasing your paysafecard PIN.
Once you have bought your vouchers, it is extremely easy to  top up your betting account. In order
to complete a paysafecard deposit, you will simply have to enter the PIN  of your voucher and the
amount you would like to upload to your balance. The good thing is that you  can also choose to
combine several PINs so that you can upload a bigger amount.
Another positive thing about this payment  solutions is its speed. Deposits via paysafecard are
instant which gives bettors the freedom to start betting as soon as  they confirm their deposit
transaction.
Since paysafecard is supported in various countries, there are numerous punters across the world
that can  use this deposit method at online bookies. It is a rather common payment solution which
is why it is easy  to find a trustworthy sportsbook where bettors can use it.
Disadvantages of paysafecard
While paysafecard ensures a pretty convenient payment service, it  still has some downfalls. It is
true that many betting sites accept deposits via paysafecard, however, this is not the  case when it
comes to cashouts. Since the service allows you to only top up your betting account, you will 
actually have to look for an alternative payment method when it comes to withdrawals. This is a bit
disadvantageous for  punters who are looking for a single payment solution for all of their
transactions.
Another rather inconvenient thing about paysafecard vouchers  is that you will actually have to buy
them from a retailer before you can use them. What is more,  you will have to use cash in order to
get a voucher with a PIN that will allow you to  make deposits at online sportsbooks. Considering
that many people prefer to use their credit or debit cards when shopping, paying  with cash could
be considered a tad burdensome.
The downsides of this payment method are definitely not as many as the  advantages. This is why
many punters prefer to use paysafecard vouchers when they want to top up their betting accounts 
in a fast and secure way.
Conclusion
There are numerous virtual sportsbooks that accept deposits via paysafecard. This allows punters
to choose  a rather simple, safe and fast way to top up their balance and enjoy their real-money
betting right away.
Acquiring paysafecard  PINs is extremely easy and the deposit process does not require any
additional information about a bank account or credit/debit  cards. This gives bettors the chance to
stay anonymous while depositing at online bookmakers.
While the payment process does not require  registration, those who decide to open a my
paysafecard account will enjoy various perks. In addition to that, there is  a mobile app which
allows you to scan the QR codes of vouchers, check your current balance and keep track  of your
money. Even though it cannot be used for cashouts, paysafecard remains one of the most
preferred methods for  punters to top up their sportsbook balances.
 
h2bet código promocional :ganhar bônus no cadastro
 
Mas será que todos os concorrentes desse segmento já estão nessa? E existe alguma diferença
em h2bet código promocional relação aos métodos  mais tradicionais? Pensando nisso, nós do
Ganhador elaboramos este guia para você saber como apostar com Pix e quais são  as
vantagens do Pix em h2bet código promocional relação aos outros métodos – além, claro, de
conferir uma lista completa dos sites  de apostas que aceitam Pix.
Tutoriais para apostar em h2bet código promocional futebol:
Apostas passo a passo | Dicas para os iniciantes | O  que são odds? | Como achar seu jogo no
site de apostas? | Glossário do apostador | Apostas de longo  prazo
Sites de apostas que aceitam Pix
Criado em h2bet código promocional 2024, o Pix mudou os hábitos dos brasileiros, que passaram
a ter  uma opção de pagamento e transferência de dinheiro muito prática e confiável. Sempre de



olho no que o apostador precisa,  os sites do ramo logo notaram que seria preciso incluir esse
método de pagamento entre suas opções de depósito, junto  de cartão de crédito, boleto
bancário, transferência bancária, carteiras digitais e criptomoedas, como Bitcoin. As vantagens:
Introdução:
No Brasil, os jogos de cassino online são cada vez mais populares e uma das opções de
jogadores experientes e  iniciantes é o 22bet online casino. Com boas e velhas slots clássicos,
jogos de última geração, bônus incríveis e apostas  desportivas, o 22bet é uma opção completa
de jogo online.
De Segurança e Confiabilidade:
Com seu website seguro com acesso apenas depois  do registro, o 22bet lhe garante
confiabilidade e segurança de seu cadastro de e-mail e senha. Uma vez cadastrado, seu  usuário
tem acesso ao mundo do jogo em h2bet código promocional slots clássicos e de nova geração e
a apostas online, além  de ter o privilégio das recompensas de boas-vindas ao programa Apostas
Online da plataforma 22bet.
Os Benefícios:
 
h2bet código promocional :casa de apostas fonte nova
 
Adolescentes brasileiros estão sendo vítimas de
"sextorsão" online

A "sextorsão" é um tipo de chantagem h2bet código promocional que crianças e adolescentes são
 enganados para compartilharem imagens íntimas de si mesmos, que são posteriormente usadas
para extorquir dinheiro ou outras vantagens. O problema  está crescendo rapidamente no Reino
Unido, com a Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) relatando um aumento de 733% no número de 
casos relatados h2bet código promocional 2024 h2bet código promocional relação ao ano
anterior.

Quem é afetado e como é feito

Os adolescentes brasileiros que usam aplicativos  de mídia social estão entre os principais alvos
da "sextorsão". Os criminosos geralmente iniciam a conversa fingindo ser um jovem  para
ganharem a confiança da vítima. Depois de algum tempo, eles começam a falar sobre sexo e
oferecem para compartilhar  imagens íntimas. Uma vez que a vítima envia uma imagem, o
chantagista exige pagamentos para não compartilhar a imagem com  outras pessoas.

Consequências e como denunciar

As consequências da "sextorsão" podem ser devastadoras para as vítimas e suas famílias. Em
alguns casos,  pode levar ao suicídio, como ocorreu com um adolescente de 16 anos no Reino
Unido. Se você ou alguém que  conhece estiver sendo vitima de "sextorsão", é importante
denunciar o crime às autoridades competentes. No Reino Unido, isso pode ser  feito através do
Centro de Segurança Digital do CEOP ou da Internet Watch Foundation.

Prevenção

Os pais e tutores podem ajudar a  prevenir a "sextorsão" falando com os filhos sobre o que eles
estão fazendo online e como se proteger. É importante  ensinar aos adolescentes a não
compartilhar imagens íntimas ou informações pessoais com estranhos na internet e a bloquear e
denunciar  qualquer comportamento suspeito.
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